
Emergency Aid
Lesson & Key Vocabulary
Beginner: Teacher Version

Recording with repeats and time to practice pronunciation of Emergency Aid

What do you need?
I need...

help.
an ambulance.

a fire truck.
a doctor.

the police.

Are they okay?

They are...

breathing.
bleeding.
choking.
talking.

unconscious.

I need you to...

breathe
remain calm

apply pressure
elevate the ____ (arm, finger, leg, etc.)

find their medication
perform the Heimlich maneuver

perform CPR
give their EPI pen
rinse with water

take Acetaminophen (Tylenol) /Ibuprofen
give Acetaminophen (Tylenol) /Ibuprofen

rest

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h_1v46Jd8WvYwE-oFnsmZKEqdZoMDPB5/view?usp=sharing


Emergency Unit: Emergency Situation Aid
Conversation Comprehension #1

Beginner: Teacher Version

Listen to the audio and answer the questions./Escuche el audio y conteste las preguntas.

Recording of Sample Conversation

OPERATOR: 911.

CALLER: Hi. There is an emergency!

OPERATOR: What is your emergency?

CALLER: Someone is having a problem!

OPERATOR: What is the problem?

CALLER: Someone is hurt.

OPERATOR: Are they breathing?

CALLER: Yes.

OPERATOR: Are they bleeding?

CALLER: Yes, bleeding badly.

OPERATOR: What is your address?

CALLER: 6789 North County Road E

OPERATOR: What is your phone number?

CALLER: 312-654-9876

OPERATOR: Thank you. What is your name?

CALLER: Marisol

OPERATOR: Marisol, do you have a towel?

CALLER: Yes. I think so.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fzwBmVsI0L35R3KNzBNGWO87xo-5_wCY/view?usp=sharing


OPERATOR: Good. Get it.

CALLER: Ok. I have it.

OPERATOR: Take the towel. Wrap it around the wound and apply pressure. Elevate it if you can

away from the heart.

CALLER: Okay.

OPERATOR: Keep it there. We’ll be there soon!

Comprehension Questions

1. What is the emergency number?/¿Cuál
es el número de emergencia?

a. 911
b. 800
c. 6789

2. Someone is hurt.
a. True/Cierto
b. False/Falso

3. The victim is not breathing.
a. True/Cierto
b. False/Falso

4. The victim is bleeding badly.
a. True/Cierto
b. False/Falso

5. 6789 is their...
a. address
b. phone number

6. Which is their phone number?/¿Cuál es
su número de teléfono?

a. 213-465-7986
b. 123-456-6789
c. 312-654-9876

7. Which was not an instruction?/¿Cuál no
fue una instrucción?

a. Elevate
b. Perform CPR
c. Apply pressure


